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9

Tianslating Destiny

Hugo von Hofmannsthali "Thle of the 67znd Night"

DOMINIQUE JULLIEN

Many destinies with mine are woven;

Living plays them all through one another

-Hugo von Hofmannsthal, "Many Tiuþ "

Echoing Borges's laconic description of the ArobianNrghfs ("Chance has

played at symmetries"),'z Pasolini stresses the overwhelming presence

of destiny in the tales: "the protagonist of the stories is in fact destiny
itself."3 What I propose here is a kind of cross-reading-intersecting,
as it were, several texts that deal with destiny, primarily seen through
the prism of the late nineteenth-century pseudo -Arabían Nlghús tale by
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, "The Täle of the 67znd Night" (1895).4In this
early story, a wealthy merchantt son lives in luxurious isolation in a

mansion, from where he sets out one day to the city, only to meet a bru-
tal and apparently meaningless death.

The story, we shall see, plays on different generic models-the ro-
mance or adventure tale, the fairy tale, the morality tale, the ascetic

renunciaiion tale, but also the dream narrative-setting up competing

reading protocols that complicate our understanding of the story (and

the role ãf destiny within it), thus frustrating the reader's expectations

and testing the limits of its readability.

Intertextual Connections

Because Hofmannsthal's title makes a direct, explicit reference to the

Arabian Nights,we can go directþ ourselves to the Íntertextual model

thus invoked. The number "672" does not point to any story resembling

Hofmannsthal's in the translations that Hofmannsthal would likely

have had at his disposal at the time of his story (Maximilian Habicht's

18z6 version, based ion' or Gustav

Weilt r8¡z translatio Nor do we find

conclusive affinities z in anY of the

we can assume, as most critics have done, that the number "67z" is used

and the story "The Golden Apple."8 In addition, Hofmannsthal wrote

an essay on ih. N,ghrt in t9o7-8, when Felix Paul Greve published his

German rendition of the Burton translation, and in r9z5' following his

journey to published a travelogue' "Fez"

(on which lifelong interest in the Orient

extended ¡ his Oriental library included

Hermann Oldenberg's authoritative life of Buddha' Henry Clarke War-

ren and Karl Eugen Neumann's translations of the main canonical

texts of Buddhism, and all the books by Lafcadio Hearn.e Like |orge

Luis Borges a little later, Hofmannsthal also encountered the key ideas

of Buddhism through schopenhauer.'o His interest in Buddhism is

172 <<
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noteworthy, since, as we shall see, both the destiny stories in the Nrghfs

and "The Tale of the 67znd Night" share motifs with the Great Renunci-

ation story at the heart of Buddhism, the decisive episode when young

prince Siddharta decides to venture out of the walled shelter of comfort
and bliss that is his palace, to leave the gilded cage in which his father

has raised him, and go out into the wider, cruel world. In Hofmannst-

hal's case, this interest in the Buddha story meets his lifelong fascination

with a Western avatar of it, the story of prince Segismundo, the hero of
Spanish Baroque playwright Pedro Calderón de Ia Barca in his famous

play La vida es sueño G63S), a story Hofmannsthal rewrote in one of his

last texts, the play Der turm (The Tower)." Thls higtrly syncretic under-

standing of Eastern cultures could be interpreted as typically fin-de-

siècle "Orientalisti' since Hofmannsthal's imagination appears to move

effortlessly from Iraq to |apan, from India to Spain, blending cultural
specificities into one vast Orient of the mind.

Quirks of Fate

My hlpothesis in reading Hofmannsthal's story is, Iikewise, that it
amalgamates various 'destiny" motifs diverse in geographic origin and

generic focus, dramatically complicating the readability of the story as

a destiny story in the process. The first recognizable motif can be traced

back to the Nrghús itself-the explicit intertext-in which the plot of
numerous stories hinges on destiny. Of particular interest in the context

ofthe present study are stories featuring the characters'vain attemPts to

thwart destiny.

Exemplary in this respect is the story of the third calender, which

forms a part of the well-known cycle "The Tale of the Porter and the

Three Ladies of BaghdadÌ' Among the three mysterious mendicants

who spend the evening as guests of the ladies, the third one tells one

such story of fate inexorably fulfilled despite all possible precautions. A^
young merchant's son is hidden away in a secret underground location

because of a prophecy that foretells he will be killed before manhood

by a certain prince. This prince is the future calender, who happens on

the secret hiding place, befriends the boy, and accidentally stabs him on

the appointed day. (The story ofhow the prince later loses an eye and
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becomes a mendicant forms the second part of the story and is uncon-

nected to the accidental death ofthe hidden boy')"

victim runs, the appointment with fate will be kept":'3 destiny stories in

the Nighús a¡e an Arabic equivalent of the Greek Oedipus story'

¡¡ãthe, variant of the destiny motif is that of the unsuccessful pre-

caution. One exemplary illustration is found in the story of 'Aladdin

Abu shamatl' also known as 'Aladdin of the Beautiful Moles," which

.js not in Galland or in the Dalziel brothers' illustrated anthology but

is featured in Burton and elsewhere (frg' z5)'tn There the destiny motif

is i¡serted in a long and meandering adventure tale featuring a long-

desired son whose birth to aging parents is something of a miracle'"

The child is so beautiful that, in fear of the evil eye, the father decides

to hide him in an'uqderground room, where he spends the next four-

teen years, emerging one day because a servant forgets to close the door

behind him when bringing his meal. The boy's intelligence and quick-

witted¡ess match his extraordinary beauty: he immediateþ requests to

betakentothesouktolearnthemerchant,strade,thendema¡dstobe
allowed to travel and see the world. To his father's fear of misfortune,

the boy counters, convincingly, that no man may escape his fate: and

thus the second part of the tale is launched, as the young man sets out

with a caravan bound for Baghdad, where he plans to make a fortune

in trade. of course, the young man is inexperienced and rather spoiled:

he refuses to heed the warnings about the Bedouin bandits, insists on

spending ide Baghdad to admire the moon'

and thus of his entire caravan at the hands

of the Be mself survives by the miraculous

intervention of the saints he prayed to at the right moment either his

time had not yet come or prayer is stronger than fate''6 The rest of his

adventures show a characteristic succession of high and low, fortune

and misfortune-he is rescued by the same pedophile who had plagued

him during the journey; fleeing this unwanted attention' he enters into

an intermediary marriage in a divorce case, falls in love with the girl in
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question, becomes fabulously wealthy and the caliphb favorite, is falsely

accused of theft and almost hanged. . . . After a long and tangled series

of breathless adventures and narrow escapes involving, among other
devices, a flying sofa, Aladdin Abu Shamat ends up rich, respected, and

blessed with children from three different wives."
The motif of the unsuccessful precaution, in its varying forms, reso-

nates with other similar motifs both within the circle of the Nrgåfs and

outside it. The motif of the king, or prince, leaving the protective shel-

ter of his palace and encountering danger as a result is also found in
the Harun Al-Rashid cycle of the Arabian Nrghfs stories. Every time
the caliph exits his palace, he relinquishes the safety of his authority,
guards, and palace walls, putting himself at risk for the excitement of
seeking adventures in the streets of Baghdad. Several tales, including
the "The Tale of the Porter and the Three Ladies of Baghdad," show the

caliph in danger of his life because of his incognito (which entails a loss

of social status) and curiosity (on which more later). In the two destiny
stories just summarized, the threat coming from the outside world is

severe, ending in death in the first case (the tale of the second calen-

der), while the happy ending of the Abu Shamàt tale is due primarily
to the optimistic logic of the romance plot (which has Fate guiding and

organizing life's events), and not necessarily to any intrinsic merit of the

young hero, as Peter Heath has shown.ts

In other cultural contexts, the motif lends itself to similarly dramatic
variations: Segismundo, Calderónt hero, imprisoned in a tower until
manhood, emerges raging and ñlled with bestial violence, which he will
only learn to tame slowly (but we note that the imprisonment in his
case is due, as in the Oedipus story, to a prophecy that he will kill his
father, rather than to the father's desire to protect him from a threat).'e
In both La vida es sueito and the story of Abu Shamat, what is at stake

is the young herob education and his difficult but ultimately successful

quest to flnd his pr.oper place in society. Another variant is the Bud-
dha story: beyond tragedy and comedy, Siddharta's momentous exit
from the gilded cage leads to a series oflife-changing encounters (the

old man, the sick man, the dead man, and the ascetic) that will cause

the young prince to leave behind the life of plenty of a king, henceforth
dismÍssed as illusion, and embrace the more meaningful ascetic life of
a hermit. r.M.M.SamarkandiandM'Sharil'4ReaderintheWorldofstori¿s'rniniature'Iran'seven-

teenth century (@ RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource' NY)



15 Helen Stratton, "Next morning he followed the bird as it flew from tree to tree," illustration

of Qamar al-Zaman for the 1899 edition of Edward W Lanës The Thousand and One Nigh*' p.

254 (@ Arcadian Library, London)

16. Paul Klee, Sindbød the Sailor / The Seaþrer, r9z3 (@ Erich Lessing / A-rt Resource, NY. @ zor3

Artists Rights Society, New York)
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Leaving the Palace

collection of artistic objects and cared for by his four devoted servants:

As his friends mea¡t little to him, a¡¡d no woman's beauty had captivated

him irable or even tolerable to have

her and more accustomed to a life

of v s carPets' silks and fabrics' his

carved and Paneled walls, his metal lamPs and bowls' his glass and his

ea¡thenware collection came to mean more to him than he would ever

have imagined. Gradually he came to aPPreciate how his beloved objects

contained all the shapes and colors in the world' (+z)

Like another merchant's son, Aladdin Abu Shamat' who has lived in

ity of the outside world proves deadl¡ as he loses his way in a strange

and hostile part of the city and eventually dies a slow and ignominious

death after being kicked horse' In agreement

with the generic constra a young hero on the

threshold of active, resp emergence from the
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succeeds despite the accumulation of mishaps, Hofmannsthal's hap-
less hero never frnds his way home, nor much less a place in society.

The story is also a sinister variant of the Buddha plot, with the spiritual
death experienced by prince Siddharta (who dies to the world after his

three momentous encounters with age, illness, and death) replaced by
Iiteral death. In a wicked twist on the Buddha experience-in which the

deeply shocking encounters ultimately work for the hero's greater good

-the merchant's son in Hofmannsthal's story dies tormented by the
thought ofthe straight causal iine that fate appears to have traced from
his earlier sheltered life to his untimel¡ gruesome death: "He looked
back over his life with great bitterness and disavowed every.thing that he

had cherished. He hated his untimely death so much that he hated his
life for having led him to it" (6¡).

The Unhappy Prince

There is no redemption for Hofmannsthalt hero, who is a kind of re-
verse mirror image of his models. One key difference, perhaps, is that
he is a voluntary recluse, unlike the sons in the other destiny stories
(Abu Shamat, Siddharta), who are incarcerated on their fathers'wishes
and who willfully go against their fathers' interdiction to exit the palace.

Instead of pitting a father's heroic but failed attempt to stave offharm to
his child against a son's forceful rebellion and choice of adventure and
danger, Hofmannsthal's story presents us with an ineffective protector
(a dead father) and a reclusive, inactive son. The passivity, even listless-

ness, of Hofmannsthal's hero is in stark contrast to so many merchants'
sons in the real Nights, who exude confidence and energy, taking on the
world as soon as they can escape from their confined circumstances,
simply brimming over with lust of life. In the incipit of Hofmannsthal's
stor¡ the orphaned hero withdraws from the world because he feels no
desire to take an active part in iife outside his palace: 'A very handsome
young merchant's son, who had lost both father and mother, shortly
after turning twenty-five grew weary of society and a life of entertain-
ing" QZ).Despite possessing the attributes that make him eligible for
a typical tale of romance and adventure (youth, wealth, beauty), Hof-
mannsthal's merchant's son shows no desire for social or sexual pur-
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suits. His pleasures are limited to contemplation of his Precious collec-

tions-hardly a young man's occupation-and his erotic daydreaming

about his younger servant girl is halfhearted at best' Rather than explore

the world, he will only lose himself in it. critics have by and large read

this as Hofmannsthal's condemnation of the sterility of the aesthete's

life, a refusal to engage with fellow humans and the life of the city' for

which he is punished terribl¡ frrst by the unexplained yet unanimous

hostility of the people he encounters' then by the gruesome attack by

the horse.2l The anxiety over the aestheteb choice of life is a recurrent

theme in Hofmannsthal's early work (as well as in works by other writ-

ers of the Young vienna movement, of course): it is also the theme of

his 1893 morality play Deøth and the FooI, in which the young Protago-

nist is likewise punished for his estrangement from life by the untimely

appearance of Death itself:

What do I know about human life?

True, I appeared fP stand inside it,

But, at the most, I studied it,

Never was caught, but held alooi

Never lost myself, but, alien, eyed it.

Where others give and others take

I stood aside, my inmost centre dumb.

From ali those charming lips I did not suck

The true, essential potion, iife by name."

Isolation from his fellow human beings, lack of emPathy for their

plight, in particular those less fortunate than himself-the protago-

nisi's social inadequacy is stressed more forcefulty in the story than

in the verse pla¡ as the merchant's son meets his demise in the slums

of the town. This social dimension of Hofmannsthal's rewriting of the

Nlghfs resonates with another palace stor¡ by his contemporary Oscar

wilde, the fairy tale titled "The Happy Princel' first published in 1888.

The happy prince lives out his life in blissful seclusion in the palace'

but after his death, his statue discovers the ugliness and misery of the

city around it. Not coincidentally, "The Tale of the 67znd Night," which

betrays a very somber view of the tales, was written at the time of the
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Oscar Wilde scandal, a few months before the actual trial, which greatly

depressed Hofmannsthal. The dark story of an aesthete's fall from grace

is thus haunted by the tragic frgure of Oscar Wilde.

Jorge Luis Borges, in his r95z essay on Buddhism, "Forms of a Leg-

end," refers to Oscar Wilde's chiidren's story "The Happy Prince" as a

variation on the Buddha motif: 'At the end of the rgth century Oscar

Wilde proposed a variation: The happy prince dies in the seciusion

of the palace, without having discovered sorrow but his posthumous

effigy discerns it from atop his pedestall'" Curiousl¡ Borges all but

ignores the obvious social dimension of the Oscar Wilde stor¡ which

is set in the context of late Victorian Engiand, obsessed wlth charitable

works and social progress. The duty of being a good king, attentive to

the plight of the people, generous toward his less fortunate subjects,

falls to the statue. The statue gives away all the gold and the jewels that

adorn it to the poor, including its sapphire eyes, feeling belatedly guilty
that, during his lifetime, the prince never cared to look past the walls of
his palace:

"When I was alive and had a human heart," answered the statue, "I did

not know what tears were, for I lived in the Palace ofSans-Souci, where

solrow is not allowed to enter. . . . Round the garden ran averyloftywall,

but I never cared to ask what iay beyond it, ever¡hing about me was so

beautiful.. My courtiers called me the Happy Prince, and happy indeed I

was, if pleasure be happiness. So I lived, and so I died. And now that I
am dead they have set me up here so high that I can see all the ugliness

and all the misery of my cily, and though my heart is made of lead yet I
cannot choose but weep."2a

While the young merchant's son in Hofmannsthal's "Tale of the

67znd Night" treasures his exotic collections and disdains human affec-

tion, in Wilde's story the statue of the happy prince (his good self-the
reverse of the Dorían Gray pIot, in which the picture is charged with
evii) conversely dismisses exotic valuables, does not want to hear the

swallow's tales about Egypt, and prizes only deeds of kindness: "'Dear

little Swallow,' said the Prince, 'you tell me of marvellous things, but
more marvellous than anfhing is the suffering of men and of women.

There is no Mystery so great as Misery. FIy over my city, little Swallow
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and tell me what you see there" " In a final miracle, the statue atones

posthumously for the prince's self-centered life by a radical displace-

ment of values from the aesthetic to the ethical realms, with the statue's

Ieaden heart and the dead bird being declared by God more valuable

than all the riches ofthe Palace.

Another contemPorary children's story, Rudyard Kipling's "Miracle

of Purun Baghatl' the third story of The Second Iungle Book (ßg),
also features a "king" (the Brahmin Purun Dass, prime minister of an

unnamed northern Indian state) turned hermit, like the Buddha, at the

height of his powers. "Now he would let these things go' as a man drops

a cloak he needs no longer."2t The protagonist leaves his powerful and

-wealthy lifestyle, takes up the walking stick and begging bowl of a wan-

dering mendicant, and disappears into the Himalayas, leading the life

of an ascetic (under the name Purun Baghat) in an abandoned temple

for years, fed by the people of the village below one night in the rainy

season, alerted by his animal companions, Purun Baghat goes down to

warn the villagers of an impending landslide, sacrificing his life in the

process. Both chiidren's stories ("The H"PPy Prince" and "The Miracle

of Purun Baghat"), in true Victorian fashion, are highly moralistic and

didactic, focusing on duty to community and the best way to fulñll it.'6

In Hofmannsthal's story, however' no such atonement seems to be

available to the merchant's son, who dies rejecting everything he val-

ued (including, presuirably, his former aesthete's life) but without any

sense of peace or wisdom, since he ends up taking on the grimacing

features of his enemies, the sullen girls and the mad horses: "He looked

back over his life with great bitterness and disavowed everything that

he had cherished. He hated his untimely death so much that he hated

his life for having led him to it. The wild inner frenzy consumed his last

remaining strength." The merchant's son sleeps, wakes up, and finding

himself alone, tries to scream. "Finatly he vomited gall, then blood, and

died, his features distorted, his lips so mangled that his teeth and gums

were exposed, giving him an alien, evil expression' (63)'

what then is the meaning of this tale? It imitates the major destiny

tales in the Arabian Nrghfs but departs from both their philosophical

message (fate is inescapable, as both the story of the third calender and

the story of Abu Shamat illustrate) and their moral message (a caution-

ary tale against the dangers of curiosity in the calender's case, a warning
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against stubbornness and vanity in the tale of Abu Shamat), while it
aiso appears to stray from the spiritual message exemplified by renunci-
ation stories of the Buddha type, as well as from modern morality tales

such as Wildei or Kiplingt. In fact, the trajectory of the Hofmannsthal
hero remains highly problematic-one cannot even compare it with
the linear, processional sequence of high and low success and failure
characteristic of a romance plot such as we see in the tale of Aladdin
Abu Shamat; it rather resembles a series of unfortunate events (to para-
phrase a recent success of childrent literature)27 that lead to disaster

through fortuitous paths. The merchant's son's exit from the palace is

entirely serendipitous, motivated not by a lust for adventure but by the

vague desire to investigate the unnamed Oriental servant's past after

the hero receives an anonymous letter alluding to mysterious crímes

committed by the man. The distress exhibited by the hero upon receiv-

ing the threatening letter seems quite disproportionate to the event, as

he imagines being stripped of his possessions (his servants) and com-
pares his anguish to that of a great king deprived of his empire: 'And
he understood why the very great king from the past would have been

bound to die ifhe had been deprived ofthe lands he had traversed from
coast to coast and conquered, the lands he had dreamed of ruling but
which were so vast he neither had power over them nor received trib-
ute from them beyond the satisfaction that he had conquered them and

that nobody but he was their king" (s4)." This anguish at the thought
of losing his "empire" prompts his departure from the mansion; without
notifying the servants, he goes off alone into the city to try to gather

information about the accused butler. But this halfhearted attempt at

detective work fails ludicrously-the Persian embassy is closed. Instead,

he finds himseif falling from one misfortune into another, at logger-
heads with any kind of revelation narrative, Buddhist or otherwise, and
at cross-purposes with the reader's expectations of closure, poetic jus-
tice, or reasonable comeuppance.te

Character and Fate

Ten years after "The Tale of the 67znd Nightl' Hofmannsthal pub-
lished his essay on Wilde, "Sebastian Melmoth' (r9o5), which offers
a hermeneutic clue for interpreting the earlier story. In the essay, he

strove to reunite the two asPects of Oscar Wilde, the happ¡ success-

ful, Iighthearted aesthete of the early years' and the tragic, fallen' and

broken convict of Reading Gaol, who lived out his final destitute years

in Paris under the name Sebastian Melmoth, "the name of a ghost' a

half-forgotten Balzacian character."'0 The point Hofmannsthal makes

repeatedly in his essay is that it is wrong to separate character and des-

tiny. Instead, he insists on an essential and profound continuity between

the "Happy Prince" period of Oscar Wilde's life and the postscandal-

or postmortem - darker Years:

oscar wildet character and oscar wilde's fate are one and the same.

He walked toward his catastrophe with the same stePs as Oedipus' the

seeing-blind one. The aesthete was tragic. The dandy was tragic' ' ' '

Incessantly he felt the threat of life directed towards him. He kept chal-

lenging life unceasingly. He insulted reality. And he sensed life lying in

wait in order to spring upon him out ofthe darkness' (¡oz-¡)

The statue of the happy prince, we recall, asked the swallow to pluck

out its sapphire eyes to give to the poor: in similar fashion, Oedipus and

the one-eyed calender from the Nrghfs were maimed and made wiser

by misfortune. The moment of truth for wilde came when, in his tragic

foll¡ he decided to de¡rounce Queensberry and provoke fate. This fate-

ful decision fused hiô earlier laughing Persona with his tragic mask:
,.for then the mask of Bacchus with its full, beautifully curved lips must

have been transformed in an unforgettable manner into the mask of the

seeing-blind Oedipus. . . . At that moment he must have worn round his

-"gnifi..r,t brow the band of tragic fate, so rarely visible' (¡o+)' The

encounter with Queensberry' a terrifying father figure who inflicted

a ruthless punishment, echoes the fatal encounter with the horse that

punishes the merchant's son so terribly.
"The Tale of the 67znd Night" also consists of two strikingly dispa-

rate parts, a first part describing the beautiful and rather vain lifestyle of

a Dorian Gray lookalike, and a second part that brings to pass the igno-

minious fall of the handsome hero. "we must not degrade lifel' Hof-

mannsthal urges, "by tearing character and fate asunder and separat-

ing fwilde's] misfortune from his fortune" ("sebastian Melmothl' ¡o+).

oscar wilde's refined dandy's life is not separate from the ignominious
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prison bath that he was forced to use after ten other convicts and that,
Hofmannsthal muses, was already somehow contained in the aesthete's

love of luxury: "his limbs which toyed with orchids and lounged among

cushions of ancient silks were in reality filled with an awful longing for
the ghastly bath from which, however, at its flrst touch, they shrank
in nauseated repugnance" (3o4). Likewise, we may infer, the squalid
end of the merchant's son is not to be torn asunder from his beaute-
ous beginning.

"It Was No Dream"

A different kind of reading protocol offers itself at this point.3' We
can make sense of "The Tale of the 67znd Night" if, as we would with
a dream, we listen to echoes and repetitions between its two diferent
parts. Reading it like a dream enables us to see continuities: the happy
prince period is not so happy as it first seems and contains elements
that are replicated in the second, darker part; the story can be inter-
preted, as Dorrit Cohn has done, as a punishment dream.32

The enigmatic feeling of the story is tied to its dreamlike quality.

There is a logic to the hero's decisions that mimics the logic of dreams.33

The unfamiliar city the hero wanders into, ultimately to meet his death,
is at the same time a generic Arabian Nights city and Hofmannsthal's
own Vienna, albeit its poorer neighborhoods rather than its well-
known landmarks. As in a dream, places are multiple and contradictory
entities, identities are condensed and displaced, people resemble each

other or animals. The hero's anguished stumbling through the dark
greenhouse (18-SS) replicates his earlier creeping under the branches
of an overgrown part of his garden (y-Sz). The four-year-old child who
terrifies him in the greenhouse and precipitates his subsequent demise

Gz-sï) is also the sullen servant girl in his own home (+g). The con-
torted face of the thief caught in his father's shop (62) is also that of the
horse (the Night Mare), with whom the girl shares the same angry look
and which the hero will come to resemble himself when in his death
agony he bares his teeth and glares angrily.3a

The horse, obviously connected to the father in some essential wa¡
is at the heart of the punishment dream since it delivers the fatal blow.
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Perhaps even more important than the Oedipal plot favored by Dorrit

cohn (according to her, the hero is punished for a transgression con-

nected to his desire for the mother, rePresented by the beryl necklace

he drops under the horse's hoofs), what seems clear is that the horse in

this context doubles as all image of destiny. The threat emanating from

the horse is illuminated by Hofmannsthal's own Personal difficulties in

.-fear of his "wild, uncanny horse" and shame at his own defrciencies.

on at least one occasion, he was nearly killed; thereafter the mare went

lame, and Hofmannsthal was never able to cure her completely.3s The

with horses, indeed could not even ride" (s6). Later, the malicious horse

that will kill him reminds him of the thief whose "face was contorted

with fear because people were threatening him' because he had alatge

gold coin and would Tt say where he had come by it" (óz): not unlike

the thief it would seJm that the merchant's son too has a guilty con-

science concerning the source of his gold.

merchant's son does not feel entitled to his fortune or his horse and thus

cannot control this image of his destiny.

If the Night Mare serves as a vehicle for the expression of modern

anxieties, in particular social anxieties, the hero's dreamlike wander-
text' a

(tgr).
as the
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narrator describes an episode of ieaving his palatial rented house and

straying into the old labyrinthine streets, encountering characters that
seem to come out of The Thousand and One Nights:

And this relation of all things to all, this concatenation of dweilings and

places of labor, of markets and mosques, this omament of the intricately

woven lettering that is everywhere repeated a thousandfold by the life-

lines entangled one with the other, all this surrounds us with a sensation,

a secret, a scent, wherein there is something primordial, a memory of
preexistence-Greece and Rome, the Arabian fairytales, and the Bible;

yet at the same time it has clinging to it a touch of something quietly

threatening, the true secret ofthe exotic, and this scent, this secret, this

being in the core ofthe tangle and the faint awareness ofthe Forbidden

that is never entirely absent, this today is still and maybe stilÌ tomor-

row-Fez. Fez, until twenty years ago the great untrodden, the auster-

est, most forbidden of all Islamic towns, whose aroma has not yet com-

pletely evaporated.3s

The rational causality that would account for the sequence ofevents in
a normal world is here substituted with an oneiric causality in which
architecture, writing, and destiny ("the life-lines entangled one with the

other") are continuous and in some way interchangeable, as they would

be in a dream or a poem.3e

Of course, wanderings into unknown cities or neighborhoods, along

with strange encounters, are very common inthe Arøbiøn Nights, espe-

cially in tales with an urban backdrop such as the Harun al-Rashid sto-

ries or the Cairo stories. But the difference here is that the merchant's

son is pursuing arl aimless course that eventually takes him to a point-
less death. The urban labyrinth into which he ventures never leads him
either to an exit (he stumbles across the barracks while trying to find
his way back to "the wealthy part of town, where he would be able to

find lodging for the night"; 6o) or to a center, contrary to the centripetal
movemerlt of labyrinthine quests that traditionally bring the hero to a

locus of revelation. The very notion of destiny-as meaningful teleol-

ogy-is threatened: with a character whose early life held no special

distinction (he is an aesthete rather than an artist, enjoying passively

the fruits of others' labors, an unmarried and childless son, and an
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unfulfrlled dreamer whose favorite book, the story of a great king, is

cruelly parodied by his absurd death by horse kick)-it is not possible

to see in this absurd accidental death a fulfrllment of any sort of destiny,

nor is it possible to read the story as a morality tale'

Imperial Messages

,,The Tale of the 67znd Nighti' then, retains its enigmatic character.

Reading it as a dream helps us understand it, but it only takes us so

far, since it is not a dream but only dreamlike. There is no awakening

from the dream: so readers are thrown back as it were to the moral-

" ity tale, only to find themselves mystified as to the morai' Rewriting, as

the story purports to do, a well-established tradition of wisdom tales

or destiny tales that claim to impart some lesson to the reader, it veers

away from this traditional, or traditionar¡ form, leaving the reader per-

plexed. From the mention of a "tale" and the reference to the Nlghfs,

more straightforward narrative. One

moralitY tale, something closer to

e Happy Prince" or Rudyard Kipling's

"The Miracle of Purun Baghatl' with a rather unambiguous morai-the

importance of being charitable or the superiority of the hermit's sacri-

fice in the service of the people. Or one exPects a romance. But if this

is a tale-as the title claims, albeit ironically-where are the typical fea-

tures of the genre? Where are the princess, the hazardous prowess, the

kingdom won, the treasure? Whe¡e is the joyful urge to life that Hof-

mannsthal came later to celebrate \n the Arøbian Nights?no What, if this

be a tale about destiny, is the character's destiny-to die of a kick in the

groin, neglected by uncaring soldiers? What wisdom if any is taught or

learned here? If this is a cautionary tale in the manner of the calender

story, what is it cautioning against? Curiosity-the desire to investigate

his manservant's past? But curiosit¡ for which the calender is punished

by the loss of an eye, while the caliph is simply warned, here receives a

gruesomely excessive punishment.4t The punishment of the hero seems

absurdly mismatched to his offenses (passivity? self-absorption? social

disengagement?), and in any case, it is also most ironically mistimed,

since he is struck precisely when he finally attempts to help others-

reaching for money to give to the soldier, he drops his parcel and is
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kicked by the horse when he reaches down to retrieve it.42 An evil twist
indeed-he is, it would appear, punished for his good deed.

Despite appearances to the contrary, then, Hofmannsthal's "fairy

tale" is no fairy tale. Hofmannsthal's fellow writer Arthur Schnitzler,

who insisted that his friend had written not a fairy tale but a dream, was

closer to the truth. The merchant's son, he recommended, should not
be made to die but to wake up from his nightmare.a3 The protagonist
of Hofmannsthal's earlier moraliry play Death and the FooI was allowed

some such measure of consolatory self-reflection at the moment of his

untimely death:

Dying, at last I feel that I exist

So from t}le dream of life I now may wake,

Cloyed with emotion, to deatht wakefulness.aa

No such death-awareness is granted to the merchant's son. Not only
does he not wake up-chastened or otherwise-but furthermore, the

dream sequence, in which the protagonist encounters reality in the

outside world beyond his palace, becomes the reality which makes the

first part of the tale seem all the more unreal. Like Gregor Samsa, who

could not wake up from his nightmare because "it was no dreaml' the

merchant's son is stranded in a dreamlike story from which there is no

exit, and a parablelike tale in which there is no clear moral. "The Tale

of the 67znd Night" confuses generic boundaries and reading proto-

cols like, Iater, Kafka, of whose parables Walter Benjamin pointed out

that neither a natural reading nor a supernatural one could be satisfying

options, since they would both miss the point.as

Commenting on the dreamlike quality of modern parables, such as

those found in Kafka and Borges, Gila Safran Naveh, taking her cue

from Heinz Politzer's classic study Franz KaJka: Pørable and Paradox,

argues that they are impenetrable because their relation to a decodable

wisdom derived from a divine Law has become problematic.46 Like
Kafka's dying emperor's last words, which are of such great importance
yet will never reach their destination, these modern parabolic stories

baffle interpretation. What is true of Kafka and Borges also applies to

this Hofmannsthal story. The meaninglessness, the tongue-in-cheek

despair exuded by the story, its perplexity, are strongly reminiscent of

Kafka, in whose nightmarish universe this story belongs. while there is

no evidence that Hofmannsthal ever read the stories of his contemPo-

rary Kafka, we know that Kafka was a great admirer of Hofmannsthal's

*oik.ot More importantl¡ what allows us to read this Hofmannsthal

story of indecisive quest as "Kafkaesque" is the retroactive phenomenon

described by Borges in his rg5r essay "Kafka and His Precursors." In this

reverse conception of influence, the precursor becomes a notion born

of an act of reading, not writing: 'bur reading of Kafkai' Borges writes,

"noticeably refines and diverts our reading" of, in this case, "The Tale

of the 67znd Nightl' Today's reader now overlays Kafka-and Borges

-over Hofmannsthal's rewriting of The Thousand and One Níghts'n"

Ire Borges,s essay "The Translators of. the Thousand and one Nights|'

he laments the inadequacy of German translations. "There are mar-

vels in the Nights which I would like to see rethought in German." The

greatly admired Enno Littmann, according to him, is solidly faithful

but hopelessly tediogs: "In Littmann, who like washington cannot tell

a lie, there is nothin'g but the probity of Germany. This is so little, so

very little. The commerce between Germany and the Nlghrs should have

produced something more." Instead of this honest, unimaginative Ger-

man translator, he dreams of a translation by Kafka, which could have

yielded fantastic nightqrares: "Chance has played at symmetries' con-

irasts, digressions. Wtfat might a man-a Kafka-do if he organized

and intensifred this pla¡ remade it in line with the Germanic distor-

tion, the Unheimlichkelf of Germany?"ae Perhaps "The Tale of the 67znd

Nightl'this story by Hofmannsthal-a Hofmannsthal who at least for a

moment resembled Kafkaso-is as close as we will ever get to realizing

Borges's dream of a translation of the Nlglrús by Franz Kafka'
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The biographer Edwin Williamson's grim account of a near fatal epi-

sode in the earþ adult life of |orge Luis Borges will seem uncannily

familiar to amateurs ofthe latter's short frction:

By one of those strange ironies that seemed to manifest themselves peri-

odically in Borges's life, [his] reflections on the death of the author were

interrupted by a sudden brush with the reality ofhis own physical death

in a strange accident that occurred on Christmas Eve, 1938. Borges had

gone to fetch a girl at her apartment' some five blocks from where he

lived . . . , in order to accomPany her home for dinner with his mother'

The elevator was out oforder, so he decided to run LrP the stairs, but in

the poor light he knocked his head against a newly painted casement

window that had been left open to dry. Despite his receiving frrst aid, the

wound became poisoned, and for a week he lay in bed with a high fever

and suffering from insomnia and hallucinations. One evening he lost

his power ofspeech and had to be rushed to hospital for an emergency

operation in the middle of the night. He had developed septicemia' arrd


